Supply List
General Supplies:
18 mm rotary cutter (important) (Missouri Star now sells a 15mm rotary cutter made by Rob Appel. I
have a new one but haven’t spent a whole lot of time using it yet. It had a pretty different grip and takes
getting used to, but seems to cut well. The jury is still out on this one.)
Saral or Transdoodle transfer paper, white (Most commonly this is available in packages of 5 different
colored sheets but we need just the white. I have this on the roll in white. It will cost $4.50 plus tax per
student for the smaller quilts, or it is available by the roll from Amazon)
Steam-a-seam 2, enough to cover approximately 18” x 24” (Please do not substitute. There is a reason. I
have this by the bolt if your local quilt shop does not)
Craft knife (for example, X-Acto knife)
Cutting mat (use an old one, or plan to use the back. This cutting technique is very hard on mats)
Freezer paper
20” x 30” Foam Core Board (available at the Dollar Store, Michael’s or WalMart)
Pencil
Pen
Pins
Parchment paper
White fabric marker
Large ruler
Seven 1-gallon size zip lock bags
Sticky notes
A pair of craft tweezers is helpful, although not necessary
You won’t need a sewing machine until the entire design is finished. The only sewing is attaching the
border and quilting.
Fabric Requirements:
2/3 yard solid black fabric for base fabric
Batik fabrics in a wide range of values (a layer cake is a good starting point, especially if you can find one
that has a wide range of values from light to dark, and scraps are great) If you are taking the class with
friends, perhaps you could plan on sharing. If you plan to make a quilt in a particular color, you will need
the color you choose in a wide range of values. You will want to have at least a few different fabrics in
each value.

